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Abstract

Many factors can shape the flow of visual data-driven stories, and thereby the way readers experience those stories. Through
the analysis of 80 existing stories found on popular websites, we systematically investigate and identify seven characteristics
of these stories, which we name “flow-factors,” and we illustrate how they feed into the broader concept of “visual narrative
flow.” These flow-factors are navigation input, level of control, navigation progress, story layout, role of visualization, story
progression, and navigation feedback. We also describe a series of studies we conducted, which shed initial light on how
different visual narrative flows impact the reading experience. We report on two exploratory studies, in which we gathered
reactions and preferences of readers for stepper- vs. scroller-driven flows. We then report on a crowdsourced study with 240
participants, in which we explore the effect of the combination of different flow-factors on readers’ engagement. Our results
indicate that visuals and navigation feedback (e.g., static vs. animated transitions) have an impact on readers’ engagement,
while level of control (e.g., discrete vs. continuous) may not.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces—
Theory and methods

1. Introduction

Data-driven stories that tightly integrate visualizations have be-
come a popular communication device in a variety of fields [SH10].
This has led the visualization research community to investigate the
design factors that practitioners employ to craft narratives, from
visual & interactive techniques [SH10, SLHS16] to specific gen-
res [AHL⇤15, AHRL⇤17, BKH⇤16]. While specific knowledge on
these factors is growing, there is still little understanding of which
are predominant for, and how they may be combined to create
effective visual narrative flows—which combine a reader’s input
with story components and congruent visual feedback that tell the
story matching the author’s intent and voice (Figure 1).

An ongoing informal debate on visual narrative flow centers
around the effects of allowing readers to navigate through data-
driven stories using either a click/tap input or a scroll input. We
refer to this debate as the stepper vs. scroller debate (illustrated in
Figure 2). Clicking to step through a story is like a slideshow, while
scrolling is akin to panning up and down a long document. Practi-
tioners from The New York Times recently advocate for scrolling
because their readers tend not to fully consume stories that are de-
livered with steppers [Tse16, Ais16]. Others advocate for steppers,
as they point out several potential issues pertaining to the use of
scrolling (e.g., “scrolljacking”) [Kos16].
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Figure 1: Here we illustrate high-level characteristics impacting
visual narrative flow: a reader’s interactions with the story, the
mechanisms tying the story components into a narrative, and the
different forms of visual feedback perceived by the reader as they
navigate, read, and interact with the visual data-driven story.

While navigation input may influence the flow and reading
experience of a data-driven story, diverse examples from The
Guardian [GMA⇤16] and The Wall Street Journal’s Custom Stu-
dios team [Stu16] suggest that there is more to shaping a visual
narrative flow than just input. Furthermore, there is a limited un-
derstanding of how different flows might influence reading experi-
ences. Here, we systematically examine what story design aspects
are used by practitioners, which we name flow-factors, that encom-
pass reader input, story components, and visual feedback as shown
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in Figure 1. We then describe a series of studies we conducted to
provide initial empirical evidence on how different combinations of
flow-factors, i.e., how different visual narrative flows, can impact
reading experiences. We focus specifically on readers’ reactions,
preferences, usability, and level of engagement with a visual, in-
teractive, data-driven story because these aspects are important and
known outcomes of readers’ experiences with technology. As such,
our main contributions are:

• a definition of visual narrative flow along with a character-
ization of seven flow-factors;

• a corpus of 80 visual data stories illustrating different com-
binations of these factors;

• two exploratory studies that shed initial light on the effect
of different visual narrative flows on readers’ reactions and
preferences; and

• a crowdsourced study with 240 participants that provides
an early assessment on the impact of different combinations
of flow-factors on reader-perceived engagement.

2. Related Work

Few studies [HDH⇤13,BDF15] have focused on measuring the im-
pact of different design factors on the reading experience of vi-
sual, interactive, data-driven stories. However, a number of tools
have been developed to facilitate the creation of such stories. Ellip-
sis enables authors to create stories using a combination of scenes,
visualization parameters, annotations, and triggers [SH14] to con-
struct stepper-like sequences between views. VisJockey supports
linking visualizations and animated transitions to corresponding
text [KSJL14], which acts similarly to a stepper. Data-driven videos
created with DataClips use eight types of animations [AHRL⇤17]
and showcase automatic temporal sequencing, distinct from step-
pers or scrollers. While these tools effectively allow authors to cre-
ate data-driven stories, the options they provide for fine-tuning the
flow of a story are limited. Here, we discuss related work for the
three characteristics in Figure 1 that can help shape the flow of
a story: reader input, story components, and visual feedback. We
also present previous work on measuring user engagement.

2.1. Reader Input & Navigation

The HCI research community has studied the role and trade-
offs regarding reader input for navigating documents. The his-
tory of document navigation can be traced back to paradigms
such as a scrolling document window with hypertext links and
HyperCard, an adaptive layout with stepper-like navigation. Re-
search has shown that scrolling can cause disruption while reading
text [KMÅ02]. Recently, web developers introduced a new tech-
nique called scrolljacking, where scrolling input is disrupted on a
webpage, and this becomes a usability issue as it disrupts naviga-
tion and can confuse or frustrate readers [Bos14,Kos16]. However,
there are benefits for using animation of text down the page when
readers scroll; they read the document faster and with fewer er-
rors [KB05]. Similarly, direct manipulation [Shn82] and fluid in-
teraction [EMJ⇤11] highlight the benefit of input which is rapid,
reversible, and incremental. For steppers, Boy et al. showed that

readers engage with all sections on a page but that this may not oc-
cur linearly [BDF15], whereas scrolling linearly confines naviga-
tion. Graphics editors from The New York Times have advocated
for flows that use scrolling input since readers did not reach all
of their content using tabs, buttons, or sliders [Tse16]. Our work
explores these input trade-offs for visual data-driven stories by ob-
serving reader preference and measuring engagement.

2.2. Story Components & Narrative Visualization

Previously, Segel and Heer’s framework for narrative visualiza-
tion presented a design space of story components and story gen-
res [SH10]. However, we cannot fully characterize different visual
narrative flows using this framework. For example, the scroller
in Figure 2a contains animated transitions and motion which are
linked directly to the reader’s scrolling position on the page. As-
pects like animated transitions are in Segel and Heer’s design space,
but there is a disconnect of how these forms of visual feedback con-
nect to different types of reader input. Furthermore, other aspects
like progress bars or linear slideshow stories are introduced, but the
level of detail is insufficient to fully capture the range of visual nar-
rative flows we have observed in stories on the web. In our work,
we build upon this design space to capture properties that relate to
how a reader navigates and consumes a visual data-driven story.

2.3. Visual Feedback & Animated Transitions

As readers navigate a story, visual feedback helps them by guid-
ing their attention and showing change. Animation can play a role
in visual discourse and storytelling [CRP16], and animated transi-
tions help show state changes between two different graphics, such
as changing the viewport and showing dynamic timesteps [HR07].
In studies on animated transitions, Heer and Robertson show an-
imation’s effectiveness for tracking objects [HR07], Feng et al.
highlight how motion changes a person’s affect [FBR14], Chang
and Ungar argue that animation can increase user engagement
for interfaces [CU95], and Chevalier et al. found that animating
text vertically helps with reading more than page-flipping anima-
tions [CDBF10]. Animations can fail due to the apprehension prin-
ciple [TMB02], and these detriments may be offset using interac-
tion [TMB02], such as by linking animation to clicking or scrolling.
Our work aims to explore how authors utilize these forms of visual
feedback and measure the effect on reader engagement.

2.4. Engagement of a Data-Driven Story

Just like in web analytics, engagement plays an important role in
determining the effectiveness and impact of a visual data-driven
story. Engagement is a complex topic which lacks a unified defini-
tion in the community [MKK15], though some definitions include
interdisciplinary aspects such as emotional, cognitive, and behav-
ioral states between a person and an object [SES16, OT10]. For
measuring engagement, the visualization community has primarily
investigated time spent or number of interactions [BDF15, SES16]
though others have explored subjective reaction cards to capture
user feelings [SES16]. O’Brien and Toms break apart, define, re-
fine, and validate a subjective questionnaire for measuring en-
gagement based on a set of attributes: focused attention, per-
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ceived usability, aesthetics, endurability, novelty, and felt involve-
ment [OT10]. For this work, we define engagement as the combi-
nation of a reader’s subjectively reported levels for each of these
six attributes set forth by O’Brien and Toms. To build off of this
rigorously evaluated scale on engagement [OT10], we selected a
subset of questions to tailor the questionnaire to our domain for the
crowdsourced study discussed in Section 5.

3. Visual Narrative Flow Design Space

Media experts generally agree that story or narrative flow is a diffi-
cult concept to define [Dig11]. According to Campo [Cam14] and
Hill [Hil12], flow is what captures a reader’s attention and carries
her beyond the written text into the story itself. In line with this,
Brechman has proposed a model for narrative flow based on Csik-
szentimihalyi’s Flow theory [Bre10]. Brechman argues that there
are four unique dimensions in narrative processing: focus, cognitive
arousal, affective arousal, and absorption. This phenomenological
perspective indicates that stories that “flow” are likely to be more
engaging, since readers are likely to lose track of the activity of
reading itself. To induce readers in this state of flow, the language
used to convey the story should be as “transparent”’ as possible,
so that the reader can connect directly with the author’s narrative
voice [Sha09].

In the case of visual, interactive, data-driven stories, the use of
language is not limited to text. It extends to the types of interactions
the reader has with the content, e.g., how her input can influence
the pacing of the story; the type of graphics and visual cues that are
used; and the congruence between the story and the feedback she
receives when navigating through the story. Based on this, we de-
fine visual narrative flow as the congruence between flow-factors,
i.e., 1) the way a reader navigates the story, 2) the visual compo-
nents of the story, and 3) the type of visual feedback the reader
receives; along with the nature of the data and facts that the author
wants to communicate. For this work, we focus specifically on the
congruence of flow-factors. We introduce a design space for visual
narrative flow that describes seven flow-factors: navigation input,
level of control, navigation progress, story layout, role of visualiza-
tion, story progression, and navigation feedback.

3.1. Methodology

To identify flow-factors of visual narrative flow, we constructed
a corpus of 80 recent stories on the web (Table 1). The majority
(54/80) of this corpus is stories published by leading media outlets
and posted on websites and blogs such as Gapminder, EagerEyes,
and FlowingData. The remaining (26/80) comes from heteroge-
neous sources such as links posted by researchers and practitioners
in the field via social media and other visually interactive stories.
We selected stories that contained visualizations and text as well
as different kinds of visual narrative flow, excluding data videos to
scope this work. We utilized additional selection criteria to capture
a broad range of stories with different intents (e.g., to inform, to
enjoy, to educate) and animations (e.g., text motion, highlighting,
animated transitions).

To extract meaningful flow-factors, we performed a series of ses-
sions of individual consumption for a set of stories and discussed
characteristics emerging from them. We started with 10 stories, la-
beled S-1 through S-10 in Table 1, and we identified codes based
on these different kinds of visual narrative flow. In addition to con-
suming these stories ourselves, we also implemented our own story
to experiment with changing these flow-factors interactively. Over
six months, we extended the corpus up to 80 stories to test the ro-
bustness of the codes, and the primary author iteratively adapted
these codes into the formalized flow-factors and properties shown
in Table 1. For further details, links to the individual stories, and
to explore an interactive version of this corpus, please see Supple-
mental Materials at https://narrative-flow.github.io.

3.2. Factors of Visual Narrative Flow

Here we introduce seven factors that contribute to visual narrative
flow along with illustrations of the various properties for each flow-
factor. This design space framework captures aspects of flow like a
reader’s input, connection of story components, and the visual feed-
back. Previous work by Segel and Heer focused on high-level story
components (e.g., animation, progress bars) along with story gen-
res and narrative approaches [SH10]. However, these flow-factors
build upon their work by breaking down these properties to charac-
terize and explore a broader range of visual data-driven stories than
otherwise initially possible.

inputnavigation 
button scroll slider

Navigation input is how a reader interacts to progress through
a narrative visualization. For example, an author can choose to use
scrolling input to move down a document, like in S-51 in Table 1.
Another input mechanism is a button, which corresponds to a click,
tap, or keyboard press e.g., S-4. Another element, though rare, is a
slider, where a reader can select and drag to choose where they
wish to be in the story. A common theme across all flow-factors is
that multiple properties can be combined in a story. For example,
S-79 combines both buttons with a slider in a timeline chart. Such a
hybrid approach shows how the line between a stepper and scroller
does not need to be rigid in terms of reader input.

controlof level 

over: text vis transitions

discrete continuous hybrid

and how:

Level of control corresponds to how much control a reader has
over the motion or animated transitions of story components. For
these levels of control, a reader can have discrete control if they
trigger motion playback like the scroller in S-2, or continuous con-
trol if they can play through the keyframes or time points of that
motion like the machine learning scroller S-1 and in Figure 2. It is
also possible for a hybrid style to combine or support aspects of
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(a) scroller narrative flow (b) stepper narrative flow

Figure 2: Two examples of different visual narrative flow in a data visualization story. The scroller shown in (a), by Yee and Chu, walks
through a story to teach a basic concept of machine learning [YC15], where scrolling not only moves down the page but moves visualizations
and continuously controls their linked animated transitions. We transformed this into a stepper narrative flow, shown in (b) which uses
buttons for navigating the story across the story text with timed animated transitions.

both, such as the scrolling story in S-8 with a timeline plot where
points can be clicked to navigate. We break down levels of con-
trol based on the following categories: text, visualizations, and an-
imated transitions. Text and visualizations can move or fade in or
out within the page, and this motion is described by level of control
for those elements. An animated transition is defined here as more
specific, data-relevant motion that preserves data context across or
within visualizations.

progressnavigation
text dots vis

Navigation progress describes how the reader perceives their
placement within the entire story. Not all stories may show naviga-
tion progress, relying on the implied progress of a scrollbar. Oth-
erwise, stories may showcase this progress in a variety of ways. A
common way is to represent steps with dots like the stepper in S-4,
and another method utilizes numbers or text for story steps like in
S-6. Authors also use visualization to convey story progress, such
as a path on a small multiple map as utilized in S-18. These progress
widgets can also be combined with button input for navigation.

slideshow hybrid
story layout

document

Story layout captures both the type of layout model and the
number of columns used in the story. Stories commonly utilize a
single- or two-column approach, but these can be mixed as in S-44,
which changes the layout across sections. The two kinds of layout
models are either a document (e.g., S-1) or a slideshow (e.g., S-4),
but hybrids (e.g., S-3) also occur where this example looks like a
slideshow stepper but uses different animations and scrolling for
input. These layout models are similar to steppers and scrollers.

visualizationof role 
equal figure annotated

Role of visualization examines the purpose and the part that vi-
sualizations serve with respect to the entire story. There are aspects
of this flow-factor which may get decided when first creating a story
based on the author’s intent, but the role of visualization helps de-
termine the visual narrative flow based on how the visualizations
and text interact with each other. From the visual, interactive sto-
ries we surveyed, 29 stories have text and visualizations playing
an equal role in telling the stories, like the interplay between the
text and maps in S-11. However, other stories have visualizations
serve as a figure to help convey part of the story, like the progress
map used in S-18. Lastly, visualizations can drive telling a story,
with text primarily annotating the visual story, such as the animated
chart in S-16.

progressionstory 
linear linear skip tree/graph

Story progression categorizes the possible story paths which
can occur in a story, such as linear story points, skipping between,
or more complex paths. The most common story type we observed
is linear, where a reader is guided through each story point in order
like in S-21. However, a variation of this approach is a linear skip,
where readers can jump backwards or ahead – often included if a
navigation progress widget is present such as the stepper in S-9.
A story can also contain more complex story paths, such as a tree
style or graph to include cycles or loops, and a good example is
S-29, a visual, interactive story about how neurons work.

text vis widget

feedbacknavigation 
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Navigation feedback combines animated transitions with addi-
tional animations of story text or other components, such as fad-
ing or movement. This factor is all about showing to readers that
their input affects the story. For example, it is possible for both the
text and visualizations to transition or move on the page simultane-
ously, or in sync, such as S-5 where visualizations and text move
down the page together. However, these animations can also occur
one before the other, just the text or just the visualizations, so they
swap their order like in S-11 which swaps between maps and the
text. Animated transitions that are not tied to data can show change
using motion or fading, and these animations can occur in differ-
ent parts of the story interface: the text, the progress widget, or the
visualizations. The story in S-80 uniquely combines all three kinds
of feedback as a reader advances.

3.3. Expressiveness of the Design Space

The expressivity of the design space can be evaluated by looking at
the model’s descriptive and generative power [BLM04]. One type
of visual narrative flow is the stepper: linear skip progression with
button or swipe input, discrete control over elements, slideshow
layout, and a progress widget. Conversely, scrollers commonly
have linear progression, continuous control over elements, docu-
ment layout, and no progress widget. There are also different kinds
of scrollers, some of which use discrete control to trigger anima-
tions (e.g., S-2, S-3, S-5) while others do so continuously based on
the scroll position (e.g., S-1, S-13, S-18). Thus, the design space
characterizes differences between these discrete and continuous
scrollers that were previously called one category in the commu-
nity, demonstrating the framework’s descriptive power.

Furthermore, there are a variety of hybrid properties of visual
narrative flow that this model is able to capture. For example, Fig-
ure 3a shows a story (S-51) with a document model that scrolls text
down the page, but animated transitions are triggered discretely and
only for parts of the story. Despite using scrolling input, scrolling
moves just the text and visualizations since there is discrete control
over the animated transitions of the data visualizations. Another
example (S-79) is shown in Figure 3b where a reader can click but-
tons to navigate to annotated sections of a temporal line chart but
can also interactively move along the slider to explore the chart and
skip over parts of the story. Simply calling either story a stepper
or a scroller, or one of Segel and Heer’s genres, would fail to cap-
ture many of the subtle and novel factors that lie within. Thus, this
design space is a first step towards building knowledge on what
factors shape the reading experience for visual data-driven stories.
While it may certainly be expanded and flow-factors added as novel
experiences appear, each factor we identified can be studied inde-
pendently and inform future design.

To comprehend how flow-factors shape the reading experience,
we implemented different visual narrative flows for a simple story
conveying how a numerical table can be represented as a bar chart.
An interactive demo is included in Supplemental Materials.†This
demo enables dynamic switching between different combinations
of flow-factors, thus allowing a reader to experience how each fac-
tor impacts the story delivery. For example, we explore varying the

level of control over the animated transitions in the story when the
reader scrolls. In the “continuous” case, scrolling the pages enables
the reader to control every step of an animated transition. In the
“discrete” case, scrolling over a certain location in the page triggers
an animated transition playback. By clicking a button in the inter-
face, one can experience each of these. This demo supports interac-
tive, visual changes to the location and duration of these triggers on
the left. By constructing this example story and implementing vari-
ations of specific factors of the visual narrative flow such as level
of control, we showcase the generative power of the design space
to create different reading experiences.

4. Exploratory Studies

We conducted two exploratory studies to understand how visual
narrative flow impacts the reader experience as well as to investi-
gate how to capture this impact. We focused on two specific kinds
of flows: steppers and scrollers, to mimic real-world reading ex-
periences. For this exploration, our goal was to observe usability
issues and reader preferences between the two different flows. Two
studies employed different protocols: an online pilot survey and in-
person observations and interviews.

For these exploratory studies, we utilized the story, “The Visual
Introduction to Machine Learning” by Yee and Chu [YC15]. As
shown in Figure 2, this story is a scroller, and we adapted the story
and its various story points into another type of flow: a stepper. We
selected this story because it won several awards, had many views,
and was generally discussed as a good example of a scroller. In ad-
dition, we believe that it could transfer well to a stepper (slideshow)
model. This story features technical insights and complex data vi-
sualizations in a longer format. Thus we hypothesized that the vi-
sual narrative flow could substantially impact the story usability
and reader preference. To experience this story and our stepper vari-
ant, please see Supplemental Materials.†

4.1. Pilot Survey

We recruited eight participants in our lab to read through the ma-
chine learning story and instructed them to “explore” different read-
ing experiences by toggling between the two types of narrative
flow. After reading through the story, participants answered an on-
line questionnaire on the usability of each approach and individ-
ual preference questions, selected from the system usability survey
(SUS) [Bro96]. Survey materials used are included in Supplemen-
tal Materials.† The participants all have data visualization knowl-
edge, different operating systems (Linux, Mac OS, Windows), var-
ious browsers (Firefox, Chromium, Chrome), display resolutions
(1373x735 to 2560x1464), only three typically read visually ani-
mated stories, and five had read this story before.

The results from this study showed a mixed set of preferences for
each participant. Three participants preferred the stepper while five
preferred the scroller. Both visual narrative flows were also consid-
ered moderately usable, scoring 62 and 60 out of 100, respectively.

†. Supplemental Materials can be accessed via:
https://narrative-flow.github.io
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# title navigation input level of control navigation progressstory layout role of visualization story progression navigation feedback
scroll button slider text vis anim text dots vis other doc slide cols equal figure annot. linear skip other text vis widget order

1 A Visual Introduction to Machine Learning ⬤ C C C ⚪ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
2 Scientific Proof that Americans are Completely Addicted to Trucks⬤ C C D ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
3 Fewer Helmets, More Deaths ⬤ ⬤ C C D ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
4 A 3-D View of a Chart That Predicts The Economic Future: The Yield Curve ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
5 A Visual Analysis of Battle at the Berrics ⬤ C C D ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
6 Budget Forecasts, Compared With Reality ⬤ ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⚪ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
7 Human Development Trends, 2005 ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ hyb
8 Diary of a Food Tracker ⬤ ⬤ H H H ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
9 How Americans Die ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text

10 Visualizing MBTA Data: An Interactive Exploration of Boston's Subway System⬤ C C C ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
11 The World According to China ⬤ C C D ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ swap
12 How the U.S. and OPEC Drive Oil Prices ⬤ C H D ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
13 Scaling Mt. Everest: A Scroll Up the Icy Path ⬤ ⬤ C C C ⬤ ⬤ 3 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
14 Snow Fall: The Descent Begins ⬤ C C D ⚪ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
15 The Story of Jess & Russ ⬤ C C C ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
16 2014 Was the Hottest Year on Record ⬤ C C D ⚪ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
17 The World's Ball ⬤ ⬤ C C D ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ swap
18 The Russia Left Behind ⬤ ⬤ C C C ⬤ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
19 The Water We Eat ⬤ C H C ⚪ ⚪ ⚪ 1-2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⚪ sync
20 Ski Jumping ⬤ ⬤ C H C ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ swap
21 The Dawn Wall: El Capitan’s Most Unwelcoming Route⬤ C C C ⚪ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⚪ sync
22 Russia’s Endgame in Ukraine ⬤ C C - ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⚪ swap
23 At Top Colleges, an Admissions Gap for Minorities ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
24 Greenland Is Melting Away ⬤ C C C ⚪ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⚪ sync
25 How Different Groups Spend Their Day ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ graph ⬤ sync
26 Deconstructing the Past: A New Look at History ⬤ ⬤ D D D block ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
27 Dollar-a-Day Schools ⬤ ⬤ D D D image ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
28 ChopTainer ⬤ H C - ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⚪ sync
29 Neurotic Neurons: An Interactive Explanation ⬤ D D D ⚪ ⬤ 1 ⬤ tree hyb
30 The Year Ahead 2016: 50 Companies to Watch ⬤ ⬤ C C - ⬤ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
31 The Museum of the World ⬤ ⬤ - C C ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
32 Bloomberg Carbon Clock ⬤ D D D ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ vis
33 Interactive: Global Emission ⬤ - D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
34 A Map of Olympic Medals ⬤ ⬤ - D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
35 Shaun White's Double McTwist ⬤ D D D ⚪ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
36 Bubble to Bust to Recovery ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
37 A Nation Divided ⬤ ⬤ D C D ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
38 342,000 Swings Later, Derek Jeter Calls It a Career⬤ C D C ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
39 52 Places to Go in 2015 ⬤ C C - ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
40 A Walk Through the Gallery ⬤ D D C ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
41 Illuminating North Korea ⬤ C C - ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
42 Walking New York ⬤ ⬤ C D - ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
43 Why Infectious Bacteria Are Winning ⬤ C D D ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
44 Hell and High Water ⬤ ⬤ H D D ⚪ time ⚪ ⚪ 1-2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
45 Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues ⬤ C C - ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
46 Film Dialogue from 2,000 Screenplays, Broken Down by Gender and Age⬤ C C D ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
47 What's Really Warming the World? ⬤ ⬤ H D D ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
48 If the Moon Were Only One Pixel ⬤ C C - ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
49 State of the Gadget Union ⬤ C C - ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
50 Why Pinellas County is the Worst Place in Florida to be Black and go to Public School ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
51 The Dark Side of Guardian Comments ⬤ C C D ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
52 Trolls of the West ⬤ H H C ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
53 Make Your Money Matter ⬤ H H C ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
54 Bond: License to Drive ⬤ ⬤ D C C ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
55 Every Last Drop - Water Saving Website ⬤ H C C ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
56 Green Honey ⬤ ⬤ C D D ⬤ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
57 The Clubs that Connect The World Cup ⬤ C C D ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
58 Gestalt Principles for Data Visualization ⬤ C C D ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
59 Money Wins Elections ⬤ C C C ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
60 The Air We Breathe ⬤ ⬤ H C D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
61 Most Unlikely Comebacks: Using Historical Data To Rank Statistically Improbable Wins⬤ C C C ⬤ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
62 Started From The Bottom ⬤ C C D ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
63 A Game of Shark and Minnow ⬤ C H D ⬤ ⬤ 1-2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⚪ text
64 Fleeing Syria for Europe: Safaa's fatal journey ⬤ C C C ⬤ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
65 New Energy Outlook 2016 ⬤ C C D ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
66 Introducing Serio Verify ⬤ H C C ⬤ slider ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
67 Im Zentrum Des Geschehens ⬤ H C D ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
68 Das Tunnelsystem der Rekorde ⬤ C C - ⬤ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
69 These Memories Won't Last ⬤ C C - ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
70 Fuglefjellet ⬤ C D D ⚪ ⚪ 3 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
71 Gun Deaths In America ⬤ D D D ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
72 A Trail of Terror in Nice, Block by Block ⬤ D D D ⚪ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
73 The Sieve of Eratosthenes ⬤ ⬤ C D D ⚪ ⚪ ⚪ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ text
74 The Wild Path: An Icelandic Adventure ⬤ C D C ⬤ ⬤ 2 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
75 How Fed Rates Move Markets ⬤ C C C ⚪ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
76 What ECB Stimulus Has Done ⬤ H C C ⬤ ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
77 Sizing Up The Olympics ⬤ C C C ⬤ slider ⚪ ⚪ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
78 The Internet of Things ⬤ D D D ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync
79 Setting the Pace: The Fed Acts, Markets Move ⬤ ⬤ D D H ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ vis
80 What I Saw in Syria ⬤ ⬤ D D - slider ⬤ 1 ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ ⬤ sync

Table 1: To establish the design space of visual narrative flow for data visualization stories, we examined 80 such stories, and the codes
here correspond to flow-factors and properties which affect story consumption. For links to each story, please see Supplemental Materials.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: The stories shown here are a scrolling (a) story which contains animations in the story that trigger discretely [GMA⇤16] and a
stepper (b) which contains a slider for navigating through time points [Stu16].

Thus, the differences we collected between both approaches varied
mostly by subjective preference. For example, responses to open-
ended questions pointed that three readers preferred steppers for the
progress bar or the arrow keys enabling efficient story progression,
while two others reported that scrolling required less effort. By an-
alyzing interaction logs from the stories, we found that participants
generally spent more time and interacted more in the flow they had
rated higher.

4.2. Observations and Interviews

To gather deeper insights on the impact of visual narrative flows
on preferences and usability, we conducted observations and semi-
structured interviews with 10 participants. The study lasted 30 min-
utes on average, and we gave a $10 compensation. To allow partic-
ipants to experience both conditions, we broke the story into three
different chapters. Participants experienced the two conditions in a
random order, and were asked to pick a flow for the final chapter
based on their preference. We improved the usability and break-
points of the stepper version from the previous study.

Participants read the story on the same touchscreen tablet de-
vice. After each chapter, participants completed a longer usabil-
ity questionnaire based on SUS [Bro96]. After reading the entire
story, we conducted a semi-structured interview to gather prefer-
ences and feedback that the primary author analyzed iteratively
with 3-5 passes on the interview notes along with informal coding
techniques. Participants did not have formal training in data visual-
ization, six participants had machine learning knowledge, and three
participants had seen this story before. Materials used in the study
are included in Supplemental Materials.

The results of this study shed more light on reader preference.
For usability, the stepper scored 76 and scroller scored 80 out of
100, so both types of narrative flow were rated strongly usable,
likely due to improvements to our implementations. Contrary to
the previous study, only two (out of 10) readers preferred the step-
per; the remaining eight preferring the scroller version, although
two of them were not a strong preference. The interviews revealed

that the touch interface may have impacted the experience. Two
participants commented that if swiping gestures (rather than tap-
ping arrows) were implemented in the stepper version, they would
have likely favored the stepper. These comments hint that different
properties of visual narrative flow can affect reader preference.

All but one participant agreed that these visual narrative flows
impacted their story reading experience. We observed that all par-
ticipants in the scroller condition, would scroll back and forth to
align text or replay animated transitions in certain positions on the
screen. Three participants commented that it was hard to find the
“perfect” view while reading the story. In contrast, we observed
less interaction with the stepper. The participants generally hovered
their fingers over the buttons to facilitate navigation and did not re-
play animation back and forth as much. We noted more expressions
of joy and pleasure, such as laughter, from three participants in the
scrolling experience. As participants stated: “scrolling allowed me
to see the transformations more fluidly” (P4), “scrolling is sexier
in some ways, it is unique ... and just more fun” (P10), and “my
preference would be a stepper with slides ... but scrolling goes over
these expectations, since it ... helps reasoning and understanding”
(P5). Six participants expressed that the continuous control over
animations afforded by scrolling was very engaging, though this
could be an effect of novelty or self-reporting on engagement.

5. Crowdsourced Study on Engagement

To study how different flow-factors of visual narrative flow affect
readers’ engagement, we conducted a larger scale crowdsourced
study with 240 participants using Amazon Mechanical Turk.

5.1. Conditions and Hypotheses

We selected four conditions to study in detail. We identified two
baseline conditions, one with only text and another with only static
visuals, to first see if there is a measurable benefit to scrolling sto-
ries with visualization or with animation. Lastly, we included a
stepper narrative flow to explore measuring the difference in en-
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gagement we witnessed in the exploratory studies. Specifically, our
conditions were:

• text: a text-only story (baseline 1)
• visual: text paired with static visual images (baseline 2)
• stepper: text paired with visualizations and animated tran-

sitions via a stepper
• scroller: text paired with visualizations and animated tran-

sitions via a continuous scroller

For the 2 baseline conditions, we hypothesized that the inclusion
of visualizations (H1) and animation (H2) would increase the vi-
sual appeal, attention, novelty, and felt involvement (all attributes
of engagement) for readers. Furthermore, from our observations
of readers, we hypothesized that transitions of dynamic data are
more engaging using continuous control than discrete one (H3).
In other words, readers from previous studies expressed that con-
tinuous scrolling was more of a gimmick until they experienced
the final story chapter which uses continuous scrolling to show the
timesteps of an algorithm. Thus our hypotheses were:

• H1: Visualizations contribute to make the data-driven story
more engaging.

• H2: Animated transitions contribute to make the data-
driven story more engaging.

• H3: Pairing dynamic transitions with continuous control
contributes to make the data-driven story more engaging.

5.2. Study Design

We selected the machine learning story [YC15] as in previous stud-
ies because of its length and the various types of visualizations and
transitions it included. Both the text and visual conditions used a
document layout and scrolling navigation input. In the text condi-
tion, textual descriptions replaced the visualizations while the vi-
sual condition utilizes static screenshots of the visualizations. The
scroller is the original story, and the stepper is our implemented
version, which contains a progress widget, does not animate text,
and controls animations by discrete button presses.

We broke apart the story into two chapters based on types of
animated transitions used, and each participant went through each
chapter and then filled out a survey at the end. Each participant
received only two unique conditions, one for each story chapter.
Questions were reserved until the end of reading to avoid breaking
the reader’s concentration and issues of memory recall of responses
that would result in less effective comparison results. The study is
balanced in design, with the four conditions crossed with the two
chapters of the story resulting in 12 combinations.

For measuring engagement, we adapted a validated question-
naire from O’Brien and Toms [OT10] containing 14 questions on
reader-perceived engagement across attributes such as usability to
attention to aesthetics to novelty. Each statement then received a 5-
point Likert response from the participant. These statements were
duplicated across the two conditions (or chapters) that the partic-
ipant had read. We randomized the order of questions, but ques-
tions per chapter were adjacent to support effective comparison.
For analysis, several of the questions were negative attributes for

engagement, so their responses were flipped accordingly. All mate-
rials and conditions used for the study are included in Supplemental
Materials.

5.3. Participants

In total, 240 participants read through the story, and they were com-
pensated $2.31 for their time. There were 20 participants per pair
of conditions, or 40 per balanced set. Participants were recruited
via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (at least 98% HIT approval rate,
at least 100 approved HITs, and English-speaking countries only).
We asked a series of questions to ensure that no one had seen this
particular story before and that participants were actively follow-
ing instructions and paying attention to the content of the story,
both in the text and the visuals. Participants have a varied edu-
cational background (46.2% high school or some college, 39.2%
with a bachelor’s degree, 14.6% with masters or beyond), 58.3%
have never taken a Computer Science course, 87.0% were unfamil-
iar with machine learning, 74.6% read stories on the web multiple
times weekly or more, and 12.9% contain subscriptions to a popu-
lar news site. They used a variety of input devices (75.4% mouse,
22.9% trackpad, 2 touch devices, 1 pen, and 1 trackball).

5.4. Results

We performed a linear mixed effects analysis using R [R D08] and
lme4 [BMBW15] to study the relationship between different types
of narrative flows and reader-perceived engagement (all 14 ques-
tions). As fixed effects, we used both the four narrative flows and
chapter (without the interaction term) in the model. For random
effects, we incorporated intercepts for participants and engagement
questions, as well as a by-participant and by-question random slope
model for the effect of engagement. Residual plots were visually
inspected and no extreme deviations from homoscedasticity or nor-
mality were found to violate model assumptions. Despite the effect
of engagement being captured using a Likert scale, the underly-
ing concepts are likely continuous in nature, and it is accepted in
several fields to utilize linear models for such ordinal data without
succumbing to a negative bias as with other approaches [BS11].
The p-values reported here were obtained through likelihood ratio
tests of the full effects model to one without the effect of different
visual narrative flows.

Figure 4 shows the results of the model, which contains the aver-
age engagement score for all 14 questions. According to the model,
the different conditions tested for this story affected the engage-
ment score significantly (p < .001, l2(3) = 30.71), supporting H1.
In other words, readers ranked the engagement of stories with visu-
alizations higher than the first baseline, text-only story. It is impor-
tant to note that these effects are small, since they are averages of
the 14 questions on engagement. Certain questions had a stronger
effect across the visual narrative flows, such as visualizations scor-
ing higher on an aesthetics question: “This reading experience ap-
pealed to my visual senses.” We provide an engagement model for
each question and condition in Supplemental Materials.

The animated transition conditions scored significantly higher on
engagement than static visualizations (p < .001, l2(2) = 18.04),
supporting H2 and suggesting that animated transitions increase
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scroller

stepper

visual

text

Model of the Average Engagement Score
(14 questions, scored 1 to 5)

2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0

Figure 4: This mixed-effects model represents the average engage-
ment score and 95% confidence interval of all 14 questions for 240
participants across the conditions. The model shows increased en-
gagement when using visuals and especially when using animated
transitions, but the effect of the other visual narrative flows, stepper
and scroller, were not significantly different.

the reader-perceived engagement. Interaction effects of the engage-
ment per chapter of the story were tested, but none were found
to be significant so were left out of the model. Additionally, we
found a significant effect on the chapter of the story (p = .017,
l2(1) = 5.72), where the second chapter received, on average, a
higher engagement score (0.10). In other words, the animated con-
ditions scored even higher in engagement for the second chapter
of the story, which contained dynamic transitions. A question on
novelty scored higher for flows with animations: “The reading ex-
perience was different from a typical online reading experience.”
Subsequently, animated transitions, such as navigation feedback,
showed a measurable benefit for reader-perceived engagement.

Regarding the stepper versus scroller debate, we did not find a
significant difference in engagement via our questionnaire, failing
to support H3. While steppers scored higher for engagement on av-
erage, the difference over scrollers was not significant in the model.
Thus, we are unable to conclude if continuous control over dy-
namic transitions, via scrolling, improves engagement measured in
the second chapter of the story. We note that the difference did vary
by reader preference and only for certain questions, such as those
regarding usability. While our findings do not support H3, a care-
fully controlled user study may be able to investigate and measure
this effect.

Furthermore, we conducted an analysis on the preferred condi-
tions selected by the participants, shown in Figure 5. Note that each
participant saw two conditions, the order shown in the table. They
ranked which of the two they preferred for the story, or possibly
none. We found that the stepper and scroller were largely preferred
over other conditions by almost twice as many participants. How-
ever, a large portion of the participants overall did not have a pref-
erence between the two conditions they experienced. Lastly, Fig-
ure 5 shows split in preference across participants for both stepper
and scroller. By inspecting the detailed breakdown of preferences,
more participants preferred animated transitions and scrollers for
the second chapter of the story.

In addition to questions on engagement, we asked participants
to complete five comprehension questions, which varied in diffi-
culty from terminology or concept recall to complex application of
a concept to a new problem. Overall, participants comprehended
the story well, scoring on average 4 out of 5. We did not find any
major differences in comprehension across condition pairs.

6. Discussion and Limitations

We learned that individual differences may play a key role for dif-
ferent forms of visual narrative flow. While a navigation progress
widget generally adds more information, only 2 out of 10 inter-
viewees preferred knowing these steps of the story to help them
manage their time and attention. Additionally, three interviewees
expressed frustration with aligning transitions and text when read-
ing a continuous scroller. When piloting the crowdsourced study,
we first gave readers one story condition and compared engagement
between participants, but we discovered that the subjective nature
of the questions made results extremely variable. Therefore, we de-
cided to adopt a within-subjects design for two conditions at a time.
While these individual differences in subjectivity added a layer of
complexity, we believe that it is important to discover novel ways
to effectively measure engagement despite these challenges.

While individual differences affect reading experiences, there
are still best practices recognized by the community for improving
a story’s visual narrative flow. Navigation feedback can help guide
readers by showing immediate change, and it is often detrimen-
tal to have navigation input feel laggy, unresponsive, or overridden
(scrolljacking) without appropriate feedback. Supporting different
kinds of reader input is complex, and this is further complicated by
the variety of devices used to consume stories nowadays, from mo-
bile phones to tablets. From our interviews using a tablet device,
two readers recommended modifying the stepper for touch and to
utilize swiping between steps. On the other hand, Mike Bostock
suggests that “rapid, incremental, reversible scrolls are more us-
able than slow, animated swipes” [Bos14], so there may be some
additional trade-offs to consider across different types of devices.
Advice from the design community suggests that clicking is often
about making decisions (e.g., to navigate through search results to
find a target), whereas scrolling is more ideal for exploration and
discoverability [Por14]. Choosing an input for the narrative flow
may depend on the author’s intent or even the length or complexity
of a story, since these inputs can be combined in a variety of ways.

A limitation of the results of our crowdsourced study is a lack of
generalizability. While a measurable benefit for engagement was
found for using animated narrative flows, this could be localized to
this particular story. Another limitation of this study is the variabil-
ity of the conditions, in particular the stepper and scroller, which
vary in many flow-factors (progress widget, level of control, in-
put, and layout model). Additionally, there are still factors of visual
narrative flow which could be measured for their impact on engage-
ment. Furthermore, the 14 questions we selected for engagement
may not be a sufficiently detailed metric to fully capture reader en-
gagement, and other measures of engagement exist beyond partic-
ipant reported comparisons, such as time taken or number of user
interactions [BDF15, SES16].

While the results of our crowdsourced study on reader-perceived
engagement indicate a measurable benefit for stories that incorpo-
rate visuals and animated transitions, comparing flows of a stepper
and scroller are inconclusive and could be studied further. For ex-
ample, researchers could expand the questions we utilized in this
study to encompass more attributes of engagement and validate this
refined scale more rigorously [OT10]. Another interesting aspect to
consider is the type of story, to see if these hypotheses and ques-
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Figure 5: Participant preferences across all of the pairs of conditions (N = 240). There were 20 participants per pair, and balanced based
on which condition was first or second. On the left, preference totals across all conditions emphasize that participants largely preferred
conditions with visualizations and animation (stepper, scroller), otherwise they had no preference.

tions for engagement apply broadly. Another study could system-
atically break apart the flow-factors, exploring the factors individ-
ually, such as a discrete scroller compared with a continuous one.
These studies could be conducted in a crowdsourced environment,
in a laboratory setting to reduce variability, or embedded within
real-world stories to increase the ecological validity.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we shed light on visual narrative flow by introduc-
ing a novel design space describing the flow-factors that shape the
reading experiences of data visualization stories. This design space
contains seven factors we identified through analyzing a corpus of
80 stories. Visual narrative flow encompasses aspects of the reading
experience such as how a reader navigates a story and how this nav-
igation is coupled with visual feedback like animated transitions.

To build initial knowledge towards understanding what makes
data stories with visualization compelling and engaging, we con-
ducted a series of studies comparing different visual narrative
flows. The first two exploratory studies we conducted support the
claim that flow has an impact on readers’ preference, and qual-
itative comments suggested that it impacts engagement as well.
The third crowdsourced study measured reader engagement across
different flows. Results from this study indicated that visualiza-
tions and animated transitions positively impact reader-perceived
engagement, although other results of the study are inconclusive
and require further study between steppers and scrollers.

Our studies focused on specific combinations of flow-factors for
one story, but further research could generalize these results across
stories and systematically analyze focused subsets of the visual nar-
rative flow design space. Future studies in this space could explore
other metrics for measuring engagement to more rigorously exam-
ine and measure the role engagement plays in these data visualiza-
tion stories, validating and expanding upon our findings here. We
believe that systematically identifying factors that increase engage-
ment and make reading experiences more compelling is crucial to
expand our knowledge on data-driven visual storytelling and to in-
form future story design and authoring tools.
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